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Hoteliers must evolve their pricing strategies to 
remain profitable in light of distribution changes

The hotel industry is nearing an inflection point. A number of outside disrupters are 

knocking on the door, and to this point, hoteliers have struggled to find the right 

response.

We know the challenges that are looming: OTAs are taking more and more control 

of our inventory, vacation rentals and the sharing economy have become legitimate 

competition, and there seems to be no end to rising sales, marketing and distribution 

costs. If things keep on their current path, the next economic and industry downturn 

could have a crippling effect.

But it’s important to know that these challenges bring with them plenty of 

opportunities. New tools and strategies are becoming available that can help hoteliers 

sell the right room to the right guest at the right price and on the right channel. 

Here are eight strategies that can help hoteliers better optimize every booking and 

keep the disruptors at bay.

1. Price all channels and segments 
independently
Many hotels today are using a pricing approach that bases all rates on one Best 

Available Rate. This fixed-tier approach establishes a single best public rate based on 

supply and all other rates are based off that one rate. 

For example, a promotional rate may be 10% less than BAR and an OTA package net 

rate might be 30% less. If BAR was $200, the promotional rate would be $180 and the 

package net rate would be $140. If BAR jumps to $400 on a compressed date, other 

rates move in lockstep and the promotional rate would become $360 and the package 

net rate $280. 
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But this approach leaves out the people and the price points in between those static 

price levels. Perhaps one traveler booking through an OTA might be comfortable 

paying 35% off BAR while another potential customer would be willing to pay 20% less 

than BAR.  There can and should be price points between $360 and $400. 

This approach assumes there’s an equal amount of demand across all channels at all 

times, but the reality is that demand is dynamic. And so must be the pricing.

By yielding all channels and segments independently of each other, hoteliers can get 

closer to capturing the entire opportunity for revenue. Sometimes, during a busy 

weekend, promotional rates might only be 1% less than BAR and the OTA package 

net rate might be yielded down to 10% less. The more rigid your approach, the more 

money you are leaving on the table.

2. Keep channels open
As hoteliers monitor their supply and demand in real time, it has become commonplace 

to close channels rather than accept less profitable bookings. For example, if hotels 

are nearing a compressed weekend and rooms are filling quickly at the best publicly 

available rate, it’s a common strategy to close discounted channels and only accept 

bookings from your higher-rated channels. If you’re nearly full for an upcoming 

Saturday, perhaps you stop honoring the AAA rate, which is typically 10% off, and close 

discounted OTA sites and hope to fill those last few rooms at full rate.

But with this model you might miss customers shopping those channels for a seven-

night stay who see no availability. By yielding channels independently and not in 

lockstep, hoteliers can yield up and down those discount channels and keep them open. 

This emerging practice is called Open Pricing, and it moves beyond typical dynamic 

pricing.

Instead of closing the AAA channel, it could be yielded down, even to 1% less than 

BAR, on those compressed dates to make sure customers aren’t turned away.

By yielding all 
channels and segments 
independently of each 
other, hoteliers can get 
closer to capturing the 
entire opportunity for 

revenue.
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The same principle applies to OTAs. While you might typically offer deep discounts to 

sites that will package your hotel rooms with airfare or car rental, Open Pricing allows 

you to slide those discounts up and down independently based on supply and demand. 

Perhaps you choose not to offer package discounts at all, but rather than close the 

channel, your hotel remains available on the distribution site at your regular rate. 

3. Add flexibility to your room-type rates

Like with BAR pricing and promotional rates, hotels typically set a modifier between 

basic room types, such as rooms with double beds, rooms with king beds and suites. 

King rooms are often priced at $50 more than doubles and suites might be $100 more, 

for example. 

Like with tiered BAR pricing, this approach has become commonplace because 

of its simplicity. But new technology is making it easier to yield even room types 

independently of each other.

For example, a convention center hotel in a city center is typically predominantly filled 

with business travelers seeking out King rooms. The modifier, rightfully so, should be 

$50 or more on most days. But on a weekend when there’s not a convention in town 

and a local event is drawing families instead, the Double rooms may be in more demand 

and King rooms left empty. 

In this instance, yield up Doubles and charge more for those than Kings. This helps 

ensures Doubles are available for guests who need them and more price-conscious 

guests who don’t have a preference can opt for the King.

By better matching demand with supply through the booking curve, you’ll also avoid 

filling your less desired rooms first and then having to upgrade everyone else to the 

more expensive rooms for free. Yielding by room type allows you to boost occupancy 

on the rooms in less demand, while driving rate on the most desired ones. 

Open Pricing allows you 
to slide discounts up and 

down independently 
based on supply and 

demand.
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4. Price based on customer value 

The casino industry has moved quicker when it comes to pricing based on customer 

value, or offering guests a price based on their value to your business. Now it’s the 

hotel industry’s turn to follow suit and many companies are exploring new ways to 

merge pricing and loyalty strategies.

Until this point, hoteliers have used what is commonly referred to as “punch-card 

loyalty,” where, for example, guests stay 10 times and get one free stay. Rather than 

points-based incentives, hotels are exploring other ways to drive direct bookings and 

fill their properties with the most valuable guests. 

The first step is to determine guest value and there are many ways to approach this. 

Should you offer prices based on the number of times a guest stays at your hotel in a 

year? Should you offer prices based on an average per-stay spend, similar to how the 

most innovative casino companies operate? A third strategy would be to calculate a 

guest’s total lifetime value based on how much they’ve spent on property throughout 

their life. Perhaps they’ve brought you more ancillary revenue through things like 

meetings, food and beverage, spa or other amenities.

Regardless of which strategy makes the most sense at your hotel, start by segmenting 

your customers based on their value. Then begin to yield rates based on those values. 

Offer loyal—and your most profitable—customers discounts through fenced or 

discreet offers once they’ve logged in, which won’t violate any rate parity agreements, 

and will drive more direct bookings.

5. Optimize group demand
When trying to determine your price point for groups, it’s important to look at 

ancillary spend across all of your hotel’s different segments. Compare a guest coming 

as part of a group to a non-group guest and calculate the appropriate price accordingly.

To evaluate the value of a group, first forecast all your non-group rooms revenue, 

including folio charges and other ancillary revenue data. Determine the profit margin 

for non-group customers in terms of both room spend and non-room spend. 

From there, hoteliers can plug in the number of guests expected within a group 

New technology is making 
it easier to yield even room 

types independently of 
each other.
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and factor in the group’s needs, from meeting space to F&B. This allows hotels to 

forecast the total revenue of group guests and compare it to non-group revenue. With 

that difference in mind, hoteliers have the ability to perform a profit displacement 

analysis—a true profit-to-profit analysis on both room and non-room spend—and 

conclude with the right rates to offer. 

Sometimes it can be a more profitable, yet difficult, decision to turn away a group if 

transient demand is forecasted to be high. Having the numbers in front of you can 

make the decision to pass on the group business easier. Group displacement models 

are available within today’s technology systems so hoteliers are not spending valuable 

time with the difficult process of calculating them manually.

6. Discount wisely to boost occupancy 
Online distribution partners drive significant demand and should be considered 

important partners in marketing your rooms. But they know this and use it to their 

advantage. They often ask for exclusive discounted rooms in return for improved 

ranking.

Hoteliers have had little recourse without fear of losing the demand these sites 

generate. But as the awareness around customer acquisition costs has grown, hoteliers 

have made capturing demand directly a top priority.  But in times of low demand, OTAs 

can be used to drive occupancy and revenue. 

Opaque channels require an intricate approach, but they can be effective if used 

properly. By offering discounted prices privately, hoteliers can avoid diluting the brand 

by keeping public rates at market average, while driving additional bookings. 

However, it’s important to refrain from deep discounting too much, especially at 

higher-cost channels. Another way to increase occupancy during slower times is to 

package your rates, or add value to them without lowering the price. Offer breakfast 

with the room rate, for example. Or think outside the box and include round-trip 

airport transfer. This way you’re offering guests value without diluting your rate and 

driving more direct and profitable business.

Having the numbers in 
front of you can make the 

decision to pass on the 
group business easier.
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7. Overbook with confidence
Use historical data to help determine an average “wash,” or business that was on the 

books but cancelled and never materialized. Technology systems can calculate your 

average wash automatically by looking at data from the past 30 weeks.

Once you’ve wrapped your head around the average number of cancellations, you can 

be more confident overbooking your hotel. Trust the data and know as you get closer 

to selling out which bookings to accept and which to turn away. Ideally, you want to 

say ‘no’ to as few travelers as possible. Avoid losing the guest who wants to stay for 10 

nights because you said ‘yes’ to a one-night booking. 

By understanding your wash and overbooking without fear of having to walk guests 

across the street, you can say yes to more revenue.

8. Evaluate pre-negotiated rates  
more frequently

Pre-negotiated rates are typically one-year contracts with preferred corporate 

customers based on your previous year’s Average Daily Rate. But as the economy or 

your business improves, it’s wise to re-evaluate those contracts more frequently. 

A better strategy is to revisit pre-negotiated contracts on a monthly or quarterly basis 

so you can be more flexible and raise rates at your discretion. Should a client balk at 

a new, higher rate, you have the opportunity to respectfully decline their low-rated 

business and replace it with new, higher-rated business. As your property is steadily 

improving, shortening the length of contracts will give you more price points and more 

flexibility.

Trust the data and know 
as you get closer to selling 

out which bookings to 
accept and which to  

turn away. 

A better strategy is to 
revisit pre-negotiated 

contracts on a monthly or 
quarterly basis.
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Conclusion
Because effective pricing strategies are the the fastest way to increase your bottom 

line, it’s time to reevaluate your current approach.

To recap, these advanced tips will ensure you’re pricing your product accurately: 

 ▐ Price all channels and segments independently so you’re not reliant on static  

price levels. 

 ▐ Yield channels independently, allowing you to discount when appropriate and keep 

channels open even in times of high demand. 

 ▐ Yield by room type so you can take advantage of unique demand periods. 

 ▐ Segment your customers based on their individual value. 

 ▐ Compare group revenue to non-group revenue to calculate group rates accurately.

 ▐ Use OTAs effectively to drive occupancy in low-demand periods.

 ▐ Calculate your average number of cancellations to be more confident with 

overbooking strategies. 

 ▐ Revisit pre-negotiated contracts on a more frequent basis.

Adopting Open Pricing strategies and using the most advanced technology will help 

you increase revenue and reduce reliance on OTAs.



About Duetto
With solutions that address the true challenge of today’s distribution 

landscape, Duetto provides unique and powerful revenue strategy tools to 

optimize profit and guest loyalty. Duetto delivers powerful insights on pricing 

and demand to hotels and casinos through a 100% cloud-based application.

Utilizing new consumer-centric data sets such as web shopping regrets and 

denials, social review, air traffic, weather and more, Duetto GameChanger 

transforms the way hotels and casinos price and sell rooms by providing better 

and more actionable information. Make informed distribution choices and 

independently yield all channels, dates and room types with open pricing to 

drive healthy revenue and optimize profitability.

Thanks to modern cloud architecture, new features and upgrades are delivered 

seamlessly with zero system downtime. This rapid innovation enables Duetto 

to provide an industry-leading user interface and experience that’s continually 

improving.

Working with and for the hospitality industry, 
Duetto is changing the game.


